. We describe algorithms to detect these properties in Java source code.
Introduction
A recurrent problem in the object-oriented software (re)engineering community is the automated transition between software implementation and design during maintenance.
Modeling and programming languages possess similar notions, such as class and inheritance, guaranteeing the continuity between implementation and design.
However, modeling languages aspire to provide higher-level abstractions and thus include notions notexisting in programming languages, in particular binary class relationships.
The existence of binary class relationships in modeling languages brings a discontinuity in the transition between a software implementation and its design.
This discontinuity hinders the understanding of the software implementation, limits the capabilities and efficiency of reverse engineering tools, and impedes the communication among software maintainers.
In this paper, we consider only the association, aggregation, and composition relationships because they exist in common modeling languages, such as the UML, but are not explicit in standard programming languages, such as Java.
Lot of work exist on the definitions of binary class relationships. However, none of this work tackles the discontinuity between implementation and design 1 . Some researchers study binary class relationships at an abstract level, without linking their results to implementation level constructs, such as [5, 12] .
Some other researchers formalize object-oriented programming languages without focusing on implementation issues [1, 4, 15] .
Yet some other researchers consider only subsets of the binary class relationships and of their definitions at implementation level, such as [7, 13] .
Industrial and open-source CASE tools, such as Rational Rose and ArgoUML, distinguish only graphically the association, aggregation, and composition relationships. The results of their reverse engineering algorithms contain erroneous relationships.
We think essential to bridge the discontinuity between programming and modeling languages for the binary class relationships to provide maintainers with tools to reverse engineer accurately software and to offer consistent round-tripping [3, page 517] .
A first solution to bridge the discontinuity is designing a new programming language (or an extension to an existing one) including the definitions of binary class relationships, for examples [6, 11, 14] ; However, this solution uses a non-standard programming language and thus eliminates the benefits of standardization (debuggers, efficient compilers. . . ).
A second solution is defining binary class relationships at implementation level, in terms of constructs of an existing programming language; This solution relies on definitions at design and implementation levels and on detection algorithms, which bring continuity between implementation and design.
We apply the second solution to the Java programming language with a pragmatic study of UML-like association, aggregation and composition relationships.
In section 2, we propose consensual definitions of the binary class relationships and discuss their properties at implementation level. In section 3, we focus on four common properties: Exclusivity, invocation site, lifetime, and multiplicity. In section 4, we refine the definitions with these properties. In section 5, we propose algorithms to detect binary class relationships using their properties. In section 6, we conclude and present some future work.
Definitions
We propose definitions of the association, aggregation, and composition relationships. We advocate that these definitions are as consensual as possible with the state of the art [9] . Indeed, our approach requires that one accepts our definitions; However, more than definitions, our approach shows that it is possible to bridge software implementation and design.
Association relationship At design level, an association relationship is a conceptual link between two classes. Each class can have multiple instances involved in the relationship.
At implementation level, most authors agree that a binary class relationship involves the instances of two classes, an origin and a target, respectively A and B. It is oriented, irreflexive, anti-symmetric at instance and class level, and asymmetric at instance level [12] .
Thus, we propose that an association between A and B is the ability of an instance of A to send a message to an instance of B.
Nothing prevents other relationships to link classes B and A: An association, an aggregation, or a composition relationship may exist between B and A.
Aggregation relationship At design level, an aggregation relationship is an association between two classes, respectively the whole and the part. Conceptually, a part has no sense without a whole.
At implementation level, we say that an aggregation relationship exists between A and B when the definition of A, the whole, contains instances of B, the part.
The whole must define a field (or an array field, or field of type collection) of the type of its part. Instances of the whole send messages to the instances of the part.
Subclasses inherit the aggregation relationship between A and B, because subclasses inherit the structure and behavior of their superclasses 2 .
Composition relationship At design level, a composition relationship is an aggregation relationship where the parts held by the whole are destroyed when the whole is destroyed.
At implementation level, we define a composition as an aggregation with a constraint between the lifetimes of the whole and of the parts and a constraint on the ownership of the parts by the whole. The instances of the part are exclusive to the instance of the whole.
The definition of the composition relationship only allows an association relationship between the part and the whole, to ensure the lifetime and ownership properties between the whole and its part.
Discussions
The definitions at implementation level of the binary class relationships use four languageindependent properties. The association relationship allows multiple instances of A and B to take part in the relationship, while the aggregation and composition relationships allow multiple instances of B to be in a relationship with one instance of A. In an aggregation relationship, instances of A access to instances of B through a particular invocation site: a field. In a composition relationship, instances of B are exclusive to their corresponding instance of A and instances of A and B have related lifetimes.
Properties
We detail the four properties at implementation level of the binary class relationships.
Exclusivity An instance of a class involved in a relationship can, or cannot, be in another relationship at a given time.
EX(A, B) ∈ {true, f alse}
2 Inheritance of structure and behavior is subject to accesscontrol limitations
We name B the set {true, f alse}. The value true states that an instance of B can take part in another relationship with another instance of A or of another class. The exclusivity property only holds at a given time: It does not prevent possible exchanges.
Invocation site Instances of A, involved in a relationship, send messages to instances of B.
IS(A, B) ⊂ Ø ∪ {field, array field, collection, parameter, local variable}
The values of the IS property summarize the invocation sites for messages sent from instances of A to instances of B. There can be no message sent from A to B: IS(A, B) = Ø, or messages can be sent from A through a {field} of type B, an {array field}, a field of type {collection}, a method {parameter}, a method {local variable}. We name yes the set {field, array field, collection, parameter, local variable}. 
Lifetime

Multiplicity
The number of instances of B allowed in a relationship with A.
MU(A, B) ⊂ N ∪ {+∞}
We use an interval of the minimum and maximum numbers to represent the multiplicity.
Discussions
The four properties we propose to define binary class relationships are orthogonal. However, the exclusivity and the multiplicity properties are closely related with one another.
Formalization
We formalize the binary class relationships at implementation level as three conjunctions of the four properties: AS, AG, and CO.
Association We define an association relationship between A and B, AS(A, B), as:
Aggregation We define the aggregation relationship between A and B, AG(A, B), as:
Composition We define the composition relationship between A and B, CO(A, B), as:
Discussion The definitions of the binary class relationships decompose into two fundamental parts: A static part corresponding to the MU and IS properties; A dynamic part corresponding to the EX and LT properties. This dichotomy between static and dynamic parts is important for the detection.
Detection
We briefly describe algorithms to check the four properties of binary class relationships and thus bring continuity between design and implementation 3 .
The detection of the static part of the binary class relationships is simple to perform using Java introspection capabilities and using a byte-code analysis framework: IBM CFParse v1.21 [8] .
Detection of MU The detection of the values of the MU property corresponds to the fields and their multiplicities. In particular, we determine the types of collections using Java programming idioms [13] .
Detection of IS We iterate through the byte-codes of each class, looking for invocation sites, to assign the corresponding values to the IS property.
The detection of the dynamic part uses a traceanalysis technique [10] to model a program execution as a sequence of execution events. There are three kinds of events, represented as Prolog terms: Assignment events emitted every time a field of an instance of a class A is assigned with an instance of a class B; Finalize events emitted when the Java virtual machine garbage-collects an instance; A program-end event that is emitted when the program terminates.
Detection of LT We check the lifetime property of the composition relationship with the help of a Prolog predicate [9] . This predicate builds a list of terms abstracting sequences of events in the execution trace depending on the order in which assignation, finalization, and program-end happen.
Detection of EX Following the same principle, we define a predicate to check the exclusivity property of the composition relationship.
The terms in these lists represent values of the lifetime and exclusivity properties between instances of two classes. Then, we can infer the value of the properties of the two classes by conjunctions.
Future work
In this paper, we propose definitions and algorithms to bridge the discontinuity between modeling and programming languages for binary class relationships.
We included our algorithms in two software reverse engineering tools, Ptidej and Caffeine, which bring consistency during maintenance and offer an improvement over existing industrial and academic tools.
We currently develop and use our reverse engineering tools to identify micro-architectures similar to design-patterns in Java programs [2] .
Future work includes:
• To develop our approach with more flavors of binary class relationships, such as the use, sharedaggregation, and container relationships.
• To verify that our definitions are really consensual and that our set of properties is minimal with respect to existing definitions.
• To apply our reverse engineering tools on real-life programs and to validate their results with the developers of the programs.
